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Gazing Into The Covid-Reset Crystal Ball
3/22/2022

YOU MUST NOT FEAR.
THE ONLY PEOPLE THAT WILL COME OUT
ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS GLOBAL MESS SMILING
ARE THOSE THAT MANAGE TO SIDE-STEP A MINEFIELD OF TRAPS.
THE GOOD NEWS IS THE ELITES HAVE GENEROUSLY GIVEN US THEIR PLANS

IN WRITING!
AND MUCH OF THIS CAN BE STOPPED IF WE ALL SIMPLY REFUSE TO GO ALONG WITH IT.
THAT MEANS ACTIVE DISOBEDIENCE
THAT MEANS SUCKING UP WHATEVER PAIN IT MEANS FOR YOU PERSONALLY.
IF YOU WIMP OUT, BEND A KNEE, OR BETRAY THOSE AROUND YOU,
YOU WILL LIKELY BE DEAD OR WORSE IN TEN YEARS.

CHOOSE.
Everyone I talk to is very uncertain of the future and what's coming around the next corner. The short
list of possibilities include:

1. Economic Collapse
2. Rioting And Other Lawlessness

11. Hyper Inflation

3. Another Fake Virus Scare

12. Draconian Laws

4. Real Bio-Warfare

13. Overt Totalitarianism/Martial Law

5. 5G Weaponry

14. Covert Poisoning Of Foods And The Water Supply

6. Vaccine Victim Die Offs

15. Vaccinated GMO Crops

7. Covid Concentration Camps

16. Fake Meats And Foods Made From Bugs

8. Forced Vaccinations
9. Food Shortages That Lead To
Famine.
10.Fuel / Energy Costs And

17. Cyber Warfare
18. Conventional Warfare
19. Nuclear Warfare
20. No Safe Haven From Any Of This

Shortages
Believe it or not, I am not all that concerned about much of what is on this list, because this plan they
have is doomed to fail. The plan they have are utterly ridiculous in its sheer audacity. There is no
possible way this is going to work, but we will take casualties beating it back. Have confidence. They
WILL lose. It's suicide for all of them.
I am going to blow lots of holes in common theories about what you see going on in the world. There

will be lots of disagreement, but that is actually a good thing. Here's why: All I am going for here is to
encourage you to think, reason, and openly question whatever it is you believe. Preparedness, real
preparedness, is all about contingency planning. It is what our common enemy does. I am going to
show you irrefutable proof of that, and I am also going to show you what they have planned. This way,
when you see events happen, you will know what position you need to take. We cannot afford to be
duped into advancing these agendas. The "shit" hit the fan two years ago. You missed it. Now we are
all covered with it. Accept that. Adapt. Overcome.

This Will Only Get As Bad As We Allow It To Get.
Let's begin with a brief look back. Many of you have heard about the Rockefeller Foundation document
known as Operation Lockstep. This came out long before covid, so open this link and just read about
what's already occurred and accept that this is a roadmap from 2014 that was published and followed
with only minor adjustments. This is a conspiracy and it did succeed. The proof is all around you now
and impossible to mistake for anything else.
2010: ROCKEFELLER’S ‘OPERATION LOCKSTEP’ PREDICTED 2020 ‘LOCKDOWN’
https://principia-scientific.com/2010-rockefellers-operation-lockstep-predicted-2020-lockdown/
Covid was not an accident. You were sucker punched. Time to get past that.

Now there is a NEW road map. Here it is:
GETTING TO AND SUSTAINING THE NEXT NORMAL
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Getting-to-and-Sustaining-theNext-Normal-A-Roadmap-for-Living-with-Covid-Report-Final.pdf
There is so much to unpack in this I can't do it as a summary. This reprehensible guidebook is 135
pages in length and the first 28 pages are sort of a recap The way it reads, it appears to be a
handbook to assist and indoctrinate younger, more gullible people who have been handsomely paid or
had their egos stroked enough to be willful idiots and help them get oriented. It is also a
comprehensive day-planner and goals tender for those guiding them, to help them keep the plan on
track. Page 30 lists the key drivers that keep this ball rolling. They war-game out possible scenarios,
they discuss the role of vaccines, of "long covid" (basically the wreckage of their remedies), how they
intend to manipulate data, use the workforce, pollute communications and education with their
propaganda, how they will utilize schools and co-opt indoor air quality standards and most importantly
they provide all the "sales tools" a good little soldier of misfortune needs to push right on past
objections of every kind.

This is by no means a synopsis, you MUST flip through this nasty thing, but a few choice realizations
include:

1. They will never admit a single misstep, concede these "viruses" are fake, or that any responses to
them, including forcing their deadly vaccines on everyone, were in any way unreasonable. Rather, they
will double-down on every move.
2. You are to blame for everything. Your existence precludes these outcomes.
3. It is full of canned responses for every level of bureaucracy to health crisis both real and imaginary
they will both manufacture and cause.
4. It will become clear if you read the bulk of this document that following this plan will result not only in
a physical dependency on pharmaceutical products for survival, but also that you and everyone around
you is to be considered sick unless proven well, and that no matter how obvious it is that you are not
sick, a lack of presentable symptoms or health complaints will be completely irrelevant. You being alive
is the real threat.
5. The way they handle everything that follows will place the blame on you, further surveil you, punish
you, restrict you, impoverish you, physically weaken you, and ultimately, systematically exterminate
you.
6. The goals of this program are laid out clearly as a guide for establishing a "sustainable" technocratic
society and ruling over it under a state of perpetual emergency.
7. The "common good" or "greater good" will be the justification for violating every human right you can
think of.
Now, documents like these are getting harder to find on the web. It actually took me some time to
locate any pdf's of the original Lockstep document, which is a bit concerning, but not all that
unexpected. I strongly advise you to print the second one out, in case it gets memory-holed as well.
Then break out a highlighter pen and start marking it up.
I want you to take note of who the authors of this document are and who they work for. If you do that
you will also have a ready made list of every venerable institution that has been utterly lost to
corruption. When you hear these names and institutions, these companies and experts, you must view
them as the enemy in your midst. Trust NOTHING they say or do and have nothing to do with anything
they are connected to. Don't eat their foods, take their medicines, listen to their opinions, or follow
their advice.

As you read through the various sections view it as a progressive timeline, because that is exactly what
the previous lockstep document was. Pick out aspects of this program that will directly affect you and
start thinking about ways to create obstacles for them. If you are responsible for creating or enforcing

covid rules, stop doing that immediately, or do it poorly. Wherever you are expected to "play ball" do
the opposite, and do it fearlessly, confidently, visibly, audibly, and LOUDLY. Gather some like minded
people and form a group. There is strength in numbers. DO NOT allow yourself to become further
isolated.
BABY CYRUS BACK HOME!
GRANDFATHER ANNOUNCES RALLY FOR IDAHO PARENTS WHO LOST CHILDREN TO CPS
https://vaccineimpact.com/2022/baby-cyrus-back-home-grandfather-announces-rally-for-idahoparents-who-lost-children-to-cps/
Understand that mass media and social media not only lies but creates the appearance of movements
that are not real. The opinions you see promoted play into their plans. Don't support Ukraine. Don't
submit to covid testing. Don't obey covid rules. Don't invest where they tell you to and don't prepare
the way they encourage you to. Don't use tools and apps they create, don't participate in any sort of
information gathering they do. Stop pressing like and dislike buttons. Salt their data. You will see why
this is important later when I explain how they are managing this nightmare. Reduce you consumption
of TV and radio DRASTICALLY. You only look at it for counter-intelligence reasons, to see what they
want you to think and do, and to be aware of where they need support. In this way, you can avoid
providing it.
Now that you can see around some of the medical tyranny corners, lets take a look at some things on
the world stage with a critical eye and see how certain events may be advancing the Great Reset plans
they have.
I take no sides politically. I am not right, left or center. There is right and wrong and a child can tell the
difference. There is me, how I conduct myself, the examples I set, and then there is everyone else. I
see haves and have not's. I see players in a big game and the pawns they shuffle about on the field. I
look at macro trends and tangible impacts and ignore the narratives put forth by everyone about what
this or that means and why it is happening.
I strongly suggest you do the same. Much of what happens on the world stage you have no role in.
You will not change it or affect it. All you can do is watch from a neutral corner, so don't let yourself be
sucked into these debates. Don't fool yourself into thinking a well placed Ukrainian flag will do a damn
thing. Choosing to fly one of those right now proclaims your ignorance in my opinion, and also your
resemblance to a certain wooly animal.
Ignore Biden and Putin for a minute. Russia is just a country of people like the US, but the roles both
Russia and Ukraine fill in the world is what you should be looking at. You should know what Russia and

the Ukraine imports and exports, what natural resources they have, and what impact this conflict
(which is a distraction) has. You should be aware of these things because that is how the ruling
oligarchy looks at everything. Demonizing and persecuting Russia is part of the Great Reset plan, and
the effect of that policy will destroy the economy of greater Europe and plunge it into famine. That is a
huge part of the civilized world, and a significant win if they can make it happen.
For the Great Reset to occur the way they envision, the entire network of economic machinery, the
currency systems, the banking systems, all international trade and all nationalistic loyalties must
crumble and completely fail. The plan involves utilizing the people of each nation to destroy it from
within, and they have so infuriated populations globally with fake emergency heath scares, broad
human rights violations of every imaginable kind, doing all this while simultaneously destabilizing trade
through deliberate mismanagement of every aspect of vital supply chains.
The rabid printing of currency both here and abroad to fight a bullshit war on fictitious microbes has
devalued, really bankrupted, every country on the planet. Now all they need to do is create real scarcity
where there really never was any.
Scarcity is a fiction that is perpetrated for one reason only, to generate profits. Most people don't see
this or believe it, because this huge psychological con game has been going on for centuries, and it has
never been more center stage than it is today. We have more than enough resources on this rock to
serve everyone's needs and we always have, until certain people have found a way to hoard and
control obscene amounts of various things for their own amusement. For the longest time it was
currency or controlling interest in investments, but now they are after nothing but physical assets. They
want to own absolutely every tangible thing on Earth and rent it back to you, they want to tax you for
living and withhold any necessity as punishment. Make no mistake, that is the system being put into
place. That is their plan, and they do intend to kill the vast majority of competitors for these resources.
That’s is what you are, a competitor. They, on the other hand, with all their tricks and everything have
allowed them to control, are apex predators.
Knowing all of that, how do you then see the following developments and stories?

SUPPORT FOR RUSSIA IN THE WORLD IS GROWING, CONTRARY TO MEDIA REPORTS
https://world-signals.com/news/2022/03/19/support-for-russia-in-the-world-is-growing-contrary-tomedia-reports/
RUSSIA IS CONSIDERING SELLING OIL AND GAS FOR GOLD INSTEAD OF DOLLARS AND EUROS
https://world-signals.com/news/2022/03/03/russia-is-considering-selling-oil-and-gas-for-gold-insteadof-dollars-and-euros/

THE UNITED STATES CONTINUES TO SINK – SAUDI ARABIA IS CONSIDERING SELLING OIL FOR THE
YUAN
https://world-signals.com/news/2022/03/15/the-united-states-continues-to-sink-saudi-arabia-isconsidering-selling-oil-for-the-yuan/
I am not begging you to write me pages and pages of emails. To be frank, I am not all that interested
in reading a dozen different opinions. I just want you to think about this, and maybe deeper than you
may have thus far. Imagine yourself to be Putin. Maybe Putin is just an actor in the larger cast, maybe
he is challenging the reset plan, or hedging for it, or maybe he has his own plan. Not saying I know,
just consider how things change and would look to him in each of those situations. What would YOU do
in that spot if you were an ultimate bad guy, or victor, or rebel. What do to position for in 10 years?
Comments by Brian Shilhavy
Editor, Health Impact News
"I haven’t written much about the situation in Ukraine since the alleged “war” there began, because it
is mostly a distraction from the real issues happening in the world today, and one can probably pick
any one of a dozen narratives currently floating around in the corporate media and alternative media
about what is actually happening in Ukraine.
But it is important to understand that wars are always about economics, and the Globalists who
influence the affairs of the world are not politicians, but primarily the bankers around the world who
control the flow of finances.
I am still not prepared to address this topic much myself, at least not on the geopolitical scale, as my
time and research are in other places right now, but I offer two articles just recently published that
may give you a bit of perspective as to just where this is all heading that you may not be hearing or
reading from your normal news sources."
(I could not have written a more suitable introduction for myself)
THE LAST STRAW
https://dailyreckoning.com/the-last-straw/
SAY HELLO TO RUSSIAN GOLD AND CHINESE PETROYUAN

https://thecradle.co/Article/columns/7975

I do however have some comments of my own to add. But first check out the next two articles to get
some context for what I am going to say:
THESE CHARTS SHOW RUSSIA'S INVASION CHOKING WORLD OF NATURAL RESOURCES
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/these-charts-show-russias-invasion-choking-world-naturalresources
This is how the elites will collapse the worlds economies and try to make us beg for their "solutions"
This is the reason for the Ukraine debacle, NOT PUTIN. Don't fall into this trap and support whatever
they do in Ukraine!
EGG PRICES SOAR AS HIGHLY PATHOGENIC BIRD FLU SPREADS AHEAD OF EASTER
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/egg-prices-soar-highly-pathogenic-bird-flu-spreads-aheadeaster
This is not just more pandemic fakery or random coincidence. All of the sudden they mess with eggs,
right before Easter, when demand and consumption are the highest, when a crisis will be felt by more
people. Do you see the pattern forming here?

This all REEKS of Aladdin-style AI resource manipulation!
Remember back to that other really long article I did on Aladdin software? How such a program is the
only way to take the guesswork out of playing every market like a winner, and how there are
currentlyTWENTY NINE TRILLION DOLLARS OF GLOBAL ASSETS BEING MANAGED WITH IT?
http://estateartistry.com/blog/aladdin-the-ai-that-owns-the-world
This is how they manage to be so surgical with their choices about what to attack and when. This is
why they will always hit when and where the impact will be most dramatic and have the most effect.
We will never see these attacks coming because we don't have access to the same system, and
anything we do will only succeed as much as they allow, which is why we need to be less predictable.
There is this hidden hand behind all this, writing the narrative and providing the choices they expect us
to choose from. You, all of us, collectively, while we are still "decentralized" as populations, need to use
this to our advantage and deliberately choose moves OFF THIS MENU.
I will give you a crazy example, just to demonstrate the state of mind you need to cultivate. They want
us to turn to pornography to fill the void of social intimacy while they destroy families and wrestle
children away from parents. Ok, fine. That tells me they are not apt to spend much time censoring
porn. Start uploading resistance clips to porn sites, edit your riff into the middle of a clip. It's a bit
disgusting as a guerrilla tactic, but I guarantee people will see it.
You want another one? Destroy the wireless infrastructure. Let me tell you, this kicks a leg right out
from under them. Technocracy fails without the tech.
MODERN WARFARE LECTURER LAYS OUT THE AGENDA FOR CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF ALL
HUMANS
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3HxfWgbsWGnS/?list=subscriptions
EX C.I.A REVEALS THE INSANE WORLD OF UNDERGROUND BIO-HACKING

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Gz45QSY0tWln/?list=subscriptions
Don't let this guy scare you too much. I cover an important fact about genetics in my books. There has
never been, nor will there ever be, any genetic cures or fixes, only people that believe they can
manipulate genetics, and these attempts will always produce unexpected results.
The reason for this is the mistaken belief that one can simply toggle a genetic trait on or off by
plucking out a piece of DNA or inserting a different one. If someone identifies the gene for blue eyes
and inserts brown eyes there is always another unrelated effect to doing that. This is not how gene
splicing works, it is just not that linier, and scientists are perpetually at a loss to explain why they
cannot just get the one targeted effect they are after. This is also why everything going on with covid
vaccines is a big experiment. It is because they are playing god to see what happens. If they knew with
any certainty we would already have groups of worker bees and soldier bees and space bees and
whatever else.
5G IS KILLING US. 5G DEPLOYMENT AND CORONAVIRUS CASES MIRROR EACH OTHER
https://www.bitchute.com/video/pxqY7onYXDz9/?list=subscriptions
Read that roadmap and you will see exactly why this is the case. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to
figure out.
THE CCP DOES NOT WANT YOU TO SEE THIS. THE PEOPLE ARE TAKING DOWN 5G IN CHINA
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HJhjxqYnUYb7/
Even in China you see this happening. People are getting wise to what this crap is really for.
Too extreme for your taste? Ok. Check out what this guy did:
MAN GOES UNDERCOVER TO TALK TO 5G INSTALLERS AND WARN PEOPLE DOOR TO DOOR
https://www.bitchute.com/video/GHqKbAFByPS9/?list=subscriptions
"Hi, I am from [make up something official sounding]" and place stickers and hand out notices. Just
cover your immediate area so its not too unreasonable a task to accomplish.

Bottom line here is this battle is far from over. The lunatics may run the asylum at the moment but
they are gambling is a default setting in these guys. They rig everything because they have no actual
skills, and once you know how they are managing everything the machine learning element built into
all their scams becomes pretty obvious.
Are you going to let yourself be beat by a ginned up toaster? Not everything they do goes according to
plan. Just look at this for example:
PFIZER DELISTED FROM THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE - MARCH 12TH
https://world-signals.com/news/2022/03/12/pfizer-delisted-from-the-new-york-stock-exchange/
FAUCI SAYS HE'S CONSIDERING STEPPING DOWN - MARCH 19TH 2022
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/fauci-says-hes-considering-stepping-down
“I unfortunately am somewhat of a unidimensional physician-scientist-public health person. "Ya no shit.
“I have said that I would stay in what I’m doing until we get out of the pandemic phase, and I think we
might be there already,” Fauci said.

I'd write that one down.

CATHERINE AUSTIN-FITTS:
COVID ROLLBACK ILLUSION, VAX INGREDIENTS & FINANCIAL ENSLAVEMENT
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZAHaEPhkqhLb/
Smart lady. You should be so smart.

